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法鼓文理學院 107 學年度佛教學系學士班招生入學考試試題卷
科目：英文
(作答時，不用抄題，只標題號即可。試題卷及答案卷考試結束後繳回。)

一、詞彙：40%
作題說明：第 1 至 20 題，每題選出最適當的一個選項，將代號填入答案卷各
題空格中。每題答對得 2 分，答錯不倒扣。

1. Normally, before you are able to get a job, you have to attend a(n)
____________. If you do well in that, they offer you the position.
A) appointment
B) arrangement
C) interview
D) meeting
2. And when you go, make sure you bring your ____________ to show the
manager. This is a sort of record of your education and employment history.
A) RSVP
B) CD
C) CV
D) VCR
3. I am feeling really ____________ today. The weather is terrible and I got
some bad news this morning too!
A) lazy
B) punctual
C) miserable
D) starving
4. My uncle ____________ four years ago but he is still very active and says he
wished he had stopped work years before!!
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A) graduated
B) retired
C) resigned
D) fired
5. I think a teacher should be quite ____________ so that the students who
want to learn can, without worrying about other students playing around.
A) serious
B) strict
C) harsh
D) cold
6. If you turn off the central heating if you are away from home for more than
a couple of day, you will ____________ a lot of money.
A) earn
B) save
C) win
D) gain
7. We watched the carnival and then stayed behind for two hours afterwards to
help the organisers clear away all the ____________.
A) litter
B) dirt
C) mud
D) pollution
8. I ____________ with you. This movie is really boring! Let's change the
channel.
A) accord
B) meet
C) agree
D) join
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9. If we hurry, we can still ____________ the 8.12 bus. Run!
A) catch
B) seize
C) grab
D) have
10. The police are confident of catching the thief after several people gave
them an accurate ____________.
A) description
B) sketch
C) plan
D) personality

11. Three prisoners ____________ from the central prison this morning. Police
have described them as dangerous and warned the public not to approach
them if seen.
A) emptied
B) abandoned
C) escaped
D) rushed
12. You said you were with Trevor but that was a ____________! You were
with that terrible girl again.
A) dishonest
B) insincere
C) lie
D) false
13. I hope you have finished ____________ your suitcases - the taxi has just
arrived!
A) making
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B) having
C) packing
D) wrapping
14. I didn't sleep very well at all last night. It was too cold; I will put another
____________ on the bed tonight.
A) blanket
B) pillow
C) sheet
D) headboard
15. The boat sank when it hit a ____________ that was hidden under the
water. Everyone had to swim to the beach.
A) rock
B) cliff
C) coast
D) wave
16. When we go on vacation, I want to ____________ some time fishing in that
lake we visited last year.
A) do
B) spend
C) lose
D) give
17. When he asks me the questions, just ____________ the answers quietly in
my ear and he will never know.
A) shout
B) talk
C) whisper
D) yell
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18. If you want to pass that exam, I ____________ you to start studying for it
immediately.
A) advice
B) push
C) convince
D) advise
19. When you finish making the dough for the bread, put it in the oven and
____________ for about 90 minutes.
A) roast
B) fry
C) bake
D) grill
20. Hayley is a very ____________ girl. She knows where she wants to be in
five years' time and how she is going to get there.
A) arrogant
B) ambitious
C) snobby
D) wealthy

二、時態：20%
作題說明：第 1 至 10 題，每題選出最適當的一個選項，將代號填入答案卷各
題空格中。每題答對得 2 分，答錯不倒扣。
1. After Julia ____________ her degree, she intends to work in her father's
company.
A) will finish
B) will have finished
C) finishes
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D) is finishing
2. By the time I go to bed tonight, I ____________ my work for the day.
A) will finish
B) have finished
C) finish
D) will have finished
3. When my parents ____________ for a visit tomorrow, they will see our new
baby for the first time.
A) will arrive
B) arrived
C) will have arrived
D) arrive
4. When Fergi saw the snake at her feet, she ____________.
A) was screaming
B) had screamed
C) screamed
D) screams
5. By the time Lionel finally graduated from high school, he ____________
seven different schools because his family moved so often.
A) attended
B) was attending
C) had attended
D) had been attending
6. Until you learn to relax more, you ____________ your ability to speak
English.
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A) hadn't improved
B) weren't improving
C) didn't improve
D) won't improve
7. I borrowed four books on gardening the last time I ____________ to the
library.
A) went
B) had gone
C) have gone
D) go
8. Sorry, she can't come to the phone. She ____________ a bath!
A) is having
B) having
C) have
D) has
9. How many students in your class ____________ from Korea?
A) comes
B) come
C) came
D) are coming
10. Jane ____________ her blue jeans today, but usually she wears a skirt or
a dress.
A) wears
B) wearing
C) wear
D) is wearing
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三、閱讀測驗： 20%
作題說明：請依文章之文意，選出最適當的一個選項。每題 5 分
Fruit Fly Fix
It is breakfast time. You have been looking forward to eating a nice ripe banana
ever since you woke up. Just when you reach for the delicious piece of fruit on
your counter, you see something that makes you much less hungry: a swarm
of fruit flies!
Fruit flies are tiny insects that are attracted to ripe or rotting fruits and
vegetables. The flies not only eat the fruit, they also lay their eggs there. A
single fruit fly can lay up to 500 eggs on the surface of a piece of fruit. Within
eight days, the fruit flies that hatch from these eggs are full adults that can
then lay their own eggs. As you can see, what might start out as a small fruit fly
problem can become very large very quickly.
Although there is a chance fruit flies can carry germs on to your food, this is not
very likely. Fruit flies are annoying, but they probably will not hurt you.
Because they are such a nuisance, however, most people want to get rid of
these pesky bugs as quickly as possible. Some people use pesticide sprays on
the fruit flies. Although this will kill the flies, it will also spread harmful poison
all over your kitchen. Luckily, there is also a completely safe way for you to get
rid of fruit flies in your house.
The first step is for you to remove all fruits or vegetables from your counter.
Store these items in the refrigerator or in sealed containers. Clean up any
spilled juice or bits of food that might be on the floor. Take out the trash and
empty the recycling bin. Wash any dirty dishes that are in your sink. Doing all
of these things will stop new fruit flies from finding food or places to lay their
eggs.
Next, make a trap to catch all of the remaining fruit flies in your house. First, fill
a small bowl with a few tablespoons of vinegar. Then, put a piece of very ripe or
rotting fruit into the vinegar. Cover the bowl very tightly with a sheet of plastic
wrap and poke a few very small holes in the wrap with a fork. If all goes
according to plan, the flies will enter the trap through the holes but will be
unable to fly back out. This trap will catch all of the remaining fruit flies. You
can either kill these flies or release them outdoors.
Fruit flies can be a pest, but they do not have to make you crazy. With a little
effort, you can get existing flies out of your house and prevent new ones from
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taking over your kitchen.
1. In reading this passage, we learn that fruit flies
I. die immediately after they lay their eggs
II. can grow into adults after only 8 days
III. are mostly harmless
A) I only
B) I and II only
C) II and III only
D) I, II, and III
2. As used in paragraph 3, a nuisance is something that
A) bothers you
B) can be dangerous
C) grows fast
D) is very small
3. According to the passage, why should you not use pesticide spray to kill fruit
flies?
A) most sprays do not actually kill all of the fruit flies
B) buying sprays can get expensive if you need to use a lot of them
C) the sprays take too much time to work
D) it can be dangerous to use them in your kitchen
4. Based on the information in the penultimate (next-to-last) paragraph, we
can understand that the author thinks that
A) some people do not mind having fruit flies in their house
B) some people do not like killing insects
C) fruit flies do not like vinegar
D) making a fruit fly trap can be difficult
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四、作文：20%
作題說明：請以 100-300 字的短文用英文回答以下的問題：
Question:
Why have you chosen to study Buddhism at the Dharma Drum Institute of
Liberal Arts (法鼓文理學院)?

